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Results: Here, we proposed a GpNet, a deep learning network for genomic
prediction in Korean beef cattle. With a locally connected layer, GpNet can
estimate LD-block effects of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) with
adjacent two or more SNPs closer to 3’-end. This operation is quite similar to
how the DNA sequence is used in the translation process in which the RNA
polymerase interprets DNA sequence by units of codons to downstream (3’ to
5’). GpNet archived a superior performance than previous state-of-arts methods
for beef carcass weight with a predictive ability of 0.721%. GpNet also found two
significant quantitative trait locus (QTL) on the regions (bta
6:38464203–39816133, bta 14:25307116–29987025) for carcass weight. However,
GpNet showed less performance than linear methods in backfat thickness and
eye-muscle area.
Conclusions: GpNet outperformed the previous state-of-arts methods for beef
carcass weight. However, GpNet cannot achieve superior performance in backfat
thickness and eye-muscle area. We noticed that the lack of ability to estimate
distant epistasis and dominance was the weakness of GpNet. Therefore, it
remains a future research issue to expand GpNet to resolve these flaws and this
further study will accelerate the new phase of the genomic prediction.
Keywords: Genomic prediction; Deep learning; GWAS
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1

Background

2

The use of DNA marker information for the prediction of genetic merit in animal

3

and plant breeding, and susceptibility to disease in human medicine has become

4

widespread. This genomic information has been utilized primarily to detect regions

5

of the genome that have an association with a specific phenotype (genome-wide

6

association studies – GWAS) or to predict the genetic merit and phenotypes of

7

individuals (genomic prediction) with many thousands of DNA markers, most com-

8

monly single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP), covering the entire genome. In hu-

9

mans, genomic prediction has been widely used to predict disease risk and highly

10

polygenic complex human traits [1, 2]. In agriculture, genomic prediction was used

11

to estimate genomic breeding values (gEBV) which are then used to make selection

12

decisions in a breeding population.

13

Most of the commonly used models for genomic prediction have been proposed

14

based on the linear mixed models [3, 4]. Genomic best linear unbiased prediction

15

(GBLUP) uses a mixed model approach which approximates a traditional infinites-

16

imal model and assumes all SNP contribute a non-zero value to the genetic vari-

17

ance [4]. It is a method that simply uses a genomic relationship matrix built from

18

the genotypes instead of a traditional pedigree-based relationship matrix. Bayesian

19

linear model assumes that some SNPs have zero effects, whereas others have small

20

to moderate effects and uses the posterior distributions to the parameters of linear

21

mixed model [3, 5]. Even though these methods showed the state-of-the-art perfor-

22

mance on many populations, they only account for additive effects, since most of

23

them are designed based on the linear model. Thus, extended methods to account

24

for non-linearity effects, such as dominance and epistatic interactions, have been

25

proposed recently [6, 7].

26

Deep learning is also a good alternative method to solve this problem. Recent ad-

27

vances in deep neural networks have outperformed the state-of-the-art in computer

28

vision, natural language processing, and audio recognition tasks [8, 9, 10, 11]. Using

29

the local information of the input features, like image RGB-channel, text, or audio

30

sequence, accelerated the successes of deep neural networks. Convolutional neural

31

network (CNN), which is the most successful deep learning structure in computer

32

vision, constitutes weights-shared filter operation for the adjacent region of input

33

image [12]. Recurrent neural network (RNN) has been commonly used in sequence
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34

to sequence problems, such as speech to text or natural language processing, gener-

35

ating a new sequence of the specific time by using the information before that time

36

of sequence [10]. These two networks hypothesize that the regions showing similar

37

patterns in the input data could explain the similar features with each other. As

38

shown in Fig 1(a), features in the image (e.g. hair, eye, nose, glass, and so on)

39

have similar RGB-color patterns within the same features. Speech sound also has a

40

similar frequency pattern with other similar sounds (Fig 1(b)).

Figure 1 Example of image and sound data. (a) RGB-image; (b) Mel spectrogram of raw
sound sequence.

41

Interestingly, the local information also can be addressed in the genomic predic-

42

tion. The general concept of genomic prediction relies on the linkage disequilibrium

43

(LD) between genetic markers and the unknown quantitative trait loci (QTL). With

44

high-density SNP panels, the markers co-segregate with the causal mutations allow-

45

ing their genetic effects to be indirectly estimated through the adjacent SNPs [3, 13].

46

Considering this attribute of SNP data, genomic prediction model should estimate

47

the effects of each LD-block consisting of locally adjacent two or more SNPs not a

48

single SNP for the more accurate prediction. However, unlike the image and sound

49

data, the LD-blocks even with the same SNP pattern do not always have the same

50

effect on the individual traits. For the SNP data, it is more important to recognize

51

how close each LD-block biologically to the unknown QTL than the SNP pattern.

52

Therefore, a different approach from the previous deep learning networks, such as

53

CNN or RNN, is required to use local information for genomic prediction. Prac-

54

tically, the simple fully-connected networks that didn’t use the local information

55

usually showed better performance than other local-based networks in previous

56

studies [14]. In addition, Zingaretti et al. [15] explored a convolutional neural net-

57

work for genomic prediction of polyploid outcrossing species. Montesinos-López et

58

al. [16] used deep learning to the multi-environment genomic prediction of plat

59

complex traits. Pook et al. [17] applied the local convolutional neural networks on

60

simulated maize and real Arabidopsis data. However, these studies can not provide

61

clear evidences that deep neural networks can outperform the previous methods

62

such as GBLUP or Bayesian linear models.
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63

In this study, we proposed the Genomic prediction Network (GpNet) using a lo-

64

cally connected layer for genomic prediction in Korean native cattle. The locally

65

connected layer works similarly to the causal convolution, except that weights are

66

unshared, that is, a different set of weights is applied at each different LD-block. We

67

validated the performance of GpNet as follow processes. First, the GpNet perfor-

68

mances were evaluated on carcass weights, backfat thickness, and eye-muscle area of

69

Korean native cattle, and then its performance was compared with the GBLUP [4],

70

BayesA [3], and BayesLASSO [18]. Second, we also identified the candidate QTL

71

region using LD-block effects estimated by GpNet for each trait. Since there are

72

few results that deep learning outperformed the linear method, this study will be a

73

very interesting attempt in the field of genomic prediction.

74

Results

75

Model performance

76

Table 1 presents the performance of GpNet, GBLUP, BayesA and BayesLASSO. In

77

Table 1, we saw that GpNet (0.721) outperformed other linear method (GBLUP:

78

0.714, BayesA: 0.719, BayesLASSO: 0.712) in carcass weight (CWT). However,

79

GpNet showed less performance than the linear methods in backfat thickness (BF)

80

and eye-muscle area (EMA). Comparing between linear methods, BayesA showed

81

the best performance in BF (0.637) and EMA (0.728).
Table 1 Predictive ability of each model.
CWT

BF

EMA

GpNet

0.721 ± 0.018

0.602 ± 0.01

0.708 ± 0.011

GBLUP

0.714 ± 0.018

0.626 ± 0.011

0.727 ± 0.014

BayesA

0.719 ± 0.019

0.637 ± 0.012

0.728 ± 0.013

BayesLASSO

0.712 ± 0.02

0.629 ± 0.011

0.723 ± 0.014

82

An LD-pruned SNP set was also used in this study. Briefly, pairs of SNPs in the

83

1000-kb with a squared correlation greater than 0.1 were noted, and these SNPs

84

were greedily pruned from the window until no such pairs remained. Finally, a total

85

of 21,629 SNPs was used as an LD-pruned SNP set. Table 2 shows the predictive

86

ability of each model with LD-pruned SNP. With the results using 50k SNP, GpNet

87

once again showed the best performance (0.712) in the CWT. However, in BF

88

and EMA, GpNet once again underperformed (BF: 0.589, EMA: 0.704) than linear

89

methods, and GBLUP showed the best performance (BF: 0.607, EMA: 0.72) for
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90

these traits. Comparing with the 50K SNP results, the predictive abilities of all

91

models were decreased. These results corroborate the ideas of Manolio et al. [19],

92

who maintained that a marker subset may cause the missing heritability even though
the variants in subset can explain a large proportion of genetic variance.
Table 2 Predictive ability of each model with LD-pruned SNP.
CWT

BF

EMA
0.704 ± 0.013

GpNet

0.712 ± 0.022

0.589 ± 0.015

GBLUP

0.701 ± 0.019

0.607 ± 0.009

0.72 ± 0.016

BayesA

0.709 ± 0.019

0.605 ± 0.01

0.718 ± 0.015

BayesLASSO

0.704 ± 0.019

0.606 ± 0.008

0.718 ± 0.015

93

94

Identification of QTL using GpNet

95

To compare the QTL mapping of GpNet, we also estimated the SNPs effect using

96

the single marker linear mixed model (SMLMM). Fig 2 shows the mapping results

97

of two methods (GpNet and SMLMM). In the CWT (Fig 2(a)), two significant

98

peaks (bta 6:38464203–39816133 and bta 14:25307116-29987025) were found in both

99

methods and one peak (bta 4:4508164–4790444) was identified only by SMLMM.

100

All three regions were previously identified as QTLs for carcass weights in Korean

101

beef cattle [20, 21, 22, 23]. As shown in Fig 2(b), the genetic characteristic of BF

102

seemed to be more polygenic than CWT. Among the numerous significant peak,

103

we saw that the five loci (bta 2:99845066-107657675, bta 6:38464203–39816133, bta

104

13:53003864-54829615, bta 19:6241437-7833508, and bta 23:3320932-4781751) were

105

standing out at both methods. GpNet found a variant on bta 10:12412780 as the

106

most significant marker for BF. This variant is on the protein-coding region of

107

DPP8 gene that was reported to attribute the dipeptidyl peptidase activity of cow

108

testis [24]. EMA seemed to have a similar genetic structure with CWT (Fig 2(c)).

109

These results seemed to be due to the genetic correlation between EMA and CWT.

110

In our data, EMA showed the 0.546 correlation with CWT. We can see that variant

111

on bta 27:23040097, which was not identified at CWT, was significant to EMA.

112

This variant is close to DLC1, which plays a key role in the regulation of small

113

GTP-binding proteins.

114

Table 3 shows the QTL region identified by both GpNet and SMLMM. In the

115

results, SLIT2 seemed to be a key gene for complex traits of Korean beef cattle

116

since the association of SLIT2 was replicated for CWT, BF, and EMA. SLIT2 play
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Figure 2 Manhattan plots of SMLMM and GpNet for each trait. (a) carcass weight;
(b) backfat thickness; (c) eye-muscle area; x-axis is SNP position and chromosome, y-axis is
− log10 P-value.

117

highly conserved roles in axon guidance and neuronal migration. A lot of genome-

118

wide studies have reported this gene to QTL for beef complex traits including organ

119

weight [25, 26], body weight [27], and fertility [28].
Table 3 Predictive ability of each model with LD-pruned SNP.
Trait
CWT

BF

EMA

Region

Close gene

4:4508164-4790444

COBL

6:38464203-39816133

SLIT2

14:25307116-29987025

RAB2A

2:99845066-107657675

SLC4A3

6:38464203–39816133

SLIT2

13:53003864-54829615

NTSR1

19:6241437-7833508

C19H17orf67

23:3320932-4781751

BMP5

6:38464203–39816133

SLIT2

10:20359799-21698931

DHRS4

11:68687376-69190084

LCLAT1

12:32687103-33576827

LOC536660

14:25307116-29987025

RAB2A

120

Discussion

121

The flexibility of a deep neural network takes advantage of its non-linearity for ge-

122

nomic prediction in comparison to the traditional linear-based methods. Our pro-

123

posed GpNet can explore the epistasis of adjacent SNPs, called the LD-block effect

124

in this study, using a locally connected layer. This structure may stand to benefit

125

for the trait with some obvious causal loci, like CWT in this study. However, GpNet

126

under-performs than linear methods for BF and EMA, which have more polygenic

127

structure than CWT. In the polygenic trait, a lot of loci at various distances make

128

epistasis, which is quite challenging since GpNet only considers the interaction be-

129

tween adjacent SNPs. As shown in Fig 2, QTL mapping of GpNet for BF and EMA

130

was unclear, compared to SMLMM.

131

For capturing distant epistasis, a dilated convolution [29] would be a good alterna-

132

tive. It is equivalent to a convolution operation with a larger kernel filter by dilating

133

it with zeros. In the WaveNet [9], Stacked dilated convolution enabled networks to

134

have very large receptive fields for raw audio sequence. Otherwise, a dilated convo-
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135

lution can estimate very large epistasis fields for genomic prediction. Even though a

136

locally connected layer included a dilated operation, it only consisted of a very low

137

delation rate due to the memory complexity O(n(d + 1)), where n is the number

138

of SNPs and d is depths of locally connected layer (Fig 3). On the other hand, di-

139

lated convolution effectively allows the networks to estimate epistasis with a much

140

large distance since it only requires the two shared parameters per layer (Fig 4).

141

Therefore, it remains a future work to incorporate dilated convolution to GpNet for

142

more accurate genomic prediction. Specifically, a locally connected layer at GpNet

143

can be used to estimate adjacent epistasis, while additional modules with dilated

144

convolution estimate distant epistasis. Then, the final epistasis can be accounted

145

by a combination of these two estimated values.
Figure 3 Visualization of the locally connected layer. n is the number of input SNPs, d
means layer depths. Since weights are unshared at locally connected layer, the number of
parameters at d-depth layer is (d + 1)n

Figure 4 Visualization of dilated convolution. n is the number of input SNPs, d means
layer depths. Since weights are shared at dilated convolution, the number of parameters at each
layer is two.

146

Dominance also contributes to the total genetic potential for the phenotype

147

(Fig 5(a)). A nonlinear activation function, which is a critical part of the design

148

of a neural network, can allow such networks to compute nontrivial dominance.

149

GpNet adopts relu as a nonlinear activation function. However, relu is not suit-

150

able for identifying dominance since it is still linear for positive values. Instead of

151

relu, transformed sigmoid or tanh would be good options for calculating dominance

152

(Fig 5(b)).

Figure 5 Type of dominance and candidate activations for dominance. (a) Type of
dominance; (b) Candidate activations for dominance.

153

Our proposed GpNet in this work did not consider the distant epistasis and dom-

154

inance. Fig 6 shows the identical model for genomic prediction. Even though some

155

candidate methods to implement each module (additive, epistasis, and dominance)

156

were discussed in this study, designing a full model in Fig 6 is of course still chal-
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157

lenging. The optimal architectures (depth and width) of each module, which is

158

dependent on the other modules’ architectures, should be found separately and the

159

aggregate methods to combine the features transformed from each module must

160

be determined. In addition, the interaction of the three modules is also needed to

161

be implemented in the full model. Therefore, it remains a future research issue to

162

expand GpNet to an ideal genomic prediction model in Fig 6. This further research

163

will accelerate the new phase for genomic prediction.
Figure 6 Identical model and candidate methods for different type of genetic
effects.

164

Conclusions

165

In this paper, we presented a GpNet, a deep learning network for genomic predic-

166

tion in Korean native cattle. With a locally connected layer, GpNet can estimate

167

genetic effects of each LD-block consisting of neighboring two or more SNPs. In the

168

results, the GpNet outperformed previous state-of-arts methods including GBLUP,

169

BayesA, BayesLASSO in CWT. However, GpNet can’t achieve superior perfor-

170

mance than linear models in BF and EMA. Furthermore, GpNet did not consider

171

the distant epistasis and dominance effects. To resolve these flaws, we discussed

172

alternative methods in Discussion section. With these alternatives, it remains a

173

future research issue to expand GpNet to an ideal genomic prediction model and

174

this further research will accelerate the new phase for genomic prediction.

175

Materials and methods

176

Dataset

177

The commercial Korean native cattle population used in this study included 10000

178

individuals (animals were born between 2010 ∼ 2017 and samples were collected

179

between 2013 ∼ 2019) with phenotypic measurements for carcass weight (CWT/kg),

180

eye-muscle area (EMA/cm2 ), and backfat thickness (BF/mm). BF and EMA were

181

measured after a 24-hour chill at the junction between the 12th and 13th ribs.

182

Genomic DNA of the animals was extracted from longissimus thoracis muscle

183

samples using a DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA). A total of

184

10000 samples were genotyped using the Illumina Bovine SNP50 BeadChip. SNP

185

quality control was performed using PLINK1.9 software [18] based on the following
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186

filtering criteria: minor allele frequency < 0.001; SNP call rate < 0.1; SNP on the

187

sex chromosomes. 1,853 SNP were excluded by the quality control filtering step

188

and the postfilter missing rate was 0.6% of the genotypes. These missing SNP were

189

then imputed with Eagle v2.4 [30] and a final total of 44,314 SNP were used in the

190

study. The dataset was split into train (80%), validation (10%), and test (10%) sets

191

to evaluate GpNet performance.

192

Notice that the National Institute of Animal Science (NIAS) in Rural Development

193

Administration (RDA) of South Korea approved the experimental procedures, and

194

all samples were taken under public animal health and welfare guidelines.

195

GpNet

196

In this paper, we proposed a new genomic prediction model operating on the

197

SNP data. We can write the SNP data set as a one-dimensional sequence x =

198

{x1 , x2 , . . . , xn } by base pair position. The goal of our proposed networks was to

199

assign an LD-block effect (LDB) to SNP on the i-position (xi ) as follows:

200

LDBxi =

i
X

(i)

wj xj

(1)

j=i−k

(i)

201

where, xj is genotype of SNP on the j-position; wj

is LD-effect of SNP xj to

202

SNP xi ; k is the LD-window size. Therefore, the assigned LD-block effect LDBxi

203

is conditional estimated with a total of k-SNPs closer to 3’-end. This operation is

204

quite similar to how DNA sequence is used in the translation process in which the

205

RNA polymerase interprets DNA sequence by units of codons to downstream (3’ to

206

5’) and generates mRNA sequences with this information. To model this operation,

207

we opted a locally connected layer.

208

Locally connected layer

209

Fig 3 shows the visualization of the locally connected layer. A locally connected

210

layer was inspired by causal convolution [9] and local convolution [31]. By using a

211

locally connected layer, the network cannot violate the order of SNP. Otherwise,

212

The LD-block effect of SNP at the i-position cannot depend on any of the SNPs to

213

the 5’-end (xi+1 , xi+2 , . . . , xn ). A locally connected layer adopts a dilated operation

214

where the window size is increased over layer depth. By this operation, a model can
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215

estimate the LD effects from a wider LD-block as the depth of the networks get

216

deeper.

217

Netwrok Structure

218

GpNet consists of the stacks of multiple locally connected layers (Fig 7). Both skip

219

connection [11] and relu activation [32] are used throughout the network to enable

220

training of a much deeper model. Given this structure, the model will estimate new

221

LD-block effects at each layer and then add them to the input SNPs. We scaled the

222

different layer depths d and stack number s for three different traits with a validation

223

set. In particular, we found the best values for CWT (d:4, s:1), BF (d:4, s:3) and

224

EMA (d:3, s:7). Finally, from the last locally connected layer, one fully-connected

225

layer with non-activation (linear operation) wields a scalar, which is correspond to

226

the genomic estimated breeding value (gEBV).

Figure 7 GpNet architecture. LCL is locally connected layer; d and s is the layer depths and
the number of stacks; Relu is relu activation; GpNet can be scaled with d and s for different traits.

227

Loss function

228

In the common deep learning approach, the model aims to predict a truth label y

229

from input sequence x = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xn }. However, the main purpose of genomic

230

prediction is to estimate a genetic portion of individual phenotype, not truth phe-

231

notype itself. Therefore, we added the h2 term in the mean squared error loss. Let

232

2
σG
and σP2 are genetic variance and phenotype variance. Then, the heritability can

233

2
be calculated by h2 = σG
/σP2 . Finally, the loss function for training GpNet was

234

defined as follows:

235

236

237

L (y, ye) =

Pm

p=1

h2 yp − yep

2

m

(2)

where, yp and yep are observed phenotype and predicted phenotype of p-animal. By

shrinking y with h2 , ye will be converged to the gEBV at the end of model training.

238

2
The variance component, σG
and σP2 , were estimated using an average information

239

restricted maximum likelihood [33] by implementing the AIREMLF90 program [34].

240

Table 4 shows the variance estimation results for each trait.
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Table 4 Variance component estimation results.
CWT
2
σG
2
σP
h2

BF

EMA

962.3

9.5

52

1495.6

15.5

90.2

0.392

0.378

0.366

241

Implementation details

242

For training GpNet, we set a learning rate to 10−4 . The training was iterated for

243

100 epochs with batch size 16 on GeForce RTX 3090. We employed Adam [35] op-

244

timizer to minimize the loss function. We determined network parameters, which

245

achieved the best performance on the validation set among all epochs. To validate

246

the GpNet ability, performances of GBLUP, BayesA and BayesLASSO were com-

247

pared with GpNet results. All test steps were repeated 5 times, with randomly split

248

train (80%), validation (10%), and test (10%) set. Since the linear methods don’t

249

need the validation set, the 9000 animals (train set + validation set) were used

250

for training each linear model. We measured the model performance as the cor-

251

relation between phenotype and gEBV divided by the square root of heritability,

252

cor(y, gEBV )/h, called predictive ability [36].

253

Finding QTL with LD-block effects.

254

In addition to predict gEBV, GpNet also can be used for estimating the LD-block

255

effect of each SNP. As the layer feedforwards to the next layer, GpNet accumulates

256

the LD-effect of the SNP on the i-position (xi ) as follows:

257

fd (xi ) =

i
X

d(i)

wj

fd−1 (xj ) + fd−1 (xi )

(3)

j=i−k
d(i)

258

where, fd means the operation of the d-th layer; wj

259

SNP xi on the d-th layer. Therefore, the final LD-block effects of SNP xi can be

260

defined as:

261

LDxi = fE (xi ) − fE−1 (xi ) =

i
X

E(i)

wj

fE−1 (xj )

is LD-effect of SNP xj to

(4)

j=i−k

262

where, fE means the operation of the last locally connected layer; LDxi is final

263

LD-block effects of SNP xi . Then, LD-block effect can be calculated by the differ-

264

ence between the outputs of the last layer fE (xi ) and the one before it fE−1 (xi ).
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265

This LD-block effect, differing with the single SNP-effect estimated from the whole

266

population, can be different values for each individual since the LD-block effects are

267

estimated from individuals’ SNPs patterns. To estimate the LD-block effects in this

268

study, we trained the whole population (10000 animals) to GpNet, and then 1000

269

animals with high-gEBV and low-gEBV were noted (Fig 8). We hypothesized that

270

the difference in gEBV ranking between these two groups (high and low) would be

271

reflected by the difference in LD-block effects of each individual. Therefore, we did

272

a t-test for finding a significant region as follows:

273

Sigi = t-test (Hxi , Lxi )

(5)

274

where Sigi is significant value of i-position; Hxi ∈ R1000 and Lxi ∈ R1000 are LD-

275

block effects of SNP xi in the high-gEBV group and low-gEBV group, separately.

Figure 8 The process of QTL mapping.

276

Abbreviations

277

• SNP: Single nucleotide polymorphisms

278

• gEBV: Genomic breeding values

279

• GBLUP: Genomic best linear unbiased prediction

280

• CNN: Convolutional neural network

281

• RNN: Recurrent neural network

282

• LD: Linkage disequilibrium

283

• QTL: Quantitative trait locus

284

• CWT: Carcass weight

285

• BF: Backfat thickness

286

• EMA: Eye-muscle area

287

• SMLMM: Single marker linear mixed model
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Figures

Figure 1
Example of image and sound data. (a) RGB-image; (b) Mel spectrogram of raw sound sequence.

Figure 2
Manhattan plots of SMLMM and GpNet for each trait. (a) carcass weight; (b) backfat thickness; (c) eyemuscle area; x-axis is SNP position and chromosome, y-axis is − log10 P-value

Figure 3
Visualization of the locally connected layer. n is the number of input SNPs, d means layer depths. Since
weights are unshared at locally connected layer, the number of parameters at d-depth layer is (d + 1)n

Figure 4
Visualization of dilated convolution. n is the number of input SNPs, d means layer depths. Since weights
are shared at dilated convolution, the number of parameters at each layer is two.

Figure 5
Type of dominance and candidate activations for dominance. (a) Type of dominance; (b) Candidate
activations for dominance.

Figure 6
Identical model and candidate methods for different type of genetic effects.

Figure 7
GpNet architecture. LCL is locally connected layer; d and s is the layer depths and the number of stacks;
Relu is relu activation; GpNet can be scaled with d and s for different traits

Figure 8
The process of QTL mapping.

